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ISSUE 1 – SUMMER 2006
ABOUT MEDIA ACCESS AUSTRALIA
Media Access Australia is a not-for-profit, public benevolent institution and Australia’s primary media access organisation. Our role is to provide information about media access and to develop and apply technological solutions to media access issues.
MAA is the new name for the public benevolent institution formerly known as the Australian Caption Centre, which was founded in 1982. As the ACC, we provided captioning services for all the Australian television networks, as well as the captioning of television commercials, live theatre, videos and DVDs, and pioneered the audio description of DVDs in Australia in 2005. The captioning and other commercial operations of the former Australian Caption Centre were sold to Red Bee Media in 2006. MAA no longer engages in the provision of commercial access services. 
MAA is based in Sydney and works in collaboration with consumer organisations, Government and industry across the country.
WHAT DO WE MEAN BY MEDIA ACCESS?
Media access services include, but are not limited to, captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired, and audio description for the blind and vision impaired. MAA is committed to increasing the awareness and use of these services in television, DVDs and videos, cinema, theatre performances, exhibitions and other media.
The Media Access Report will cover key developments in media access in both Australia and around the world, as well as providing statistical and other information on current levels of access.
DISCLAIMER
Statistical information published in The Media Access Report is derived from public sources such as television listings and websites. It has been made available for general use only and is provided without warranty as to its accuracy or currency.  
SUBMISSIONS
We are interested in receiving submissions for publication in The Media Access Report, including accounts of media or events that have been made accessible, research papers, and news items dealing with captioning, audio description and other access services. If you have any material you would like to submit, contact Chris Mikul on (02) 9212 6242, or email chris.mikul@mediaaccess.org.au
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MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Glossary
Audio description: The descriptive narration of all the visual elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the blind or vision impaired. AD may be pre-recorded and delivered as an option for television programs or DVDs, or it may be performed live (e.g. for a theatrical performance). 
Captions: A transcription of the audio elements of a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media, giving access for the Deaf and hearing impaired. Unlike subtitles, captions include song lyrics, descriptions of sound effects and music, and are often positioned and coloured so as to make it easier for the viewer to identify who is speaking. Captions may be divided into:
Open captions: Captions which are ‘burnt onto’ a video or digital image and will be seen by anyone who looks at it, and
Closed captions: Captions which a viewer chooses to see (e.g. by accessing teletext captions on TV, or activating the captions on a DVD).   
Signing: Access to a TV program, movie, DVD, performance or other media via a 
signer using one of the various Deaf sign languages, e.g. Auslan (Australian Sign Language). Some TV programs in the US and UK have a signer occupying a space on the screen.
Stenocaptioner: A highly trained captioner who captions live programs using a stenographic keyboard.
Subtitles: This generally refers to English translations of foreign language TV programs or movies, presented as text at the bottom of the screen. It can also be a straight transcription of the dialogue of an English language program (this is a common feature on DVDs). Note however that captions are often called subtitles in the UK. 
Teletext: The broadcast data delivery system used in Australia to transmit captions on television. 
Acronyms
Below is a table of acronyms used by Media Access Australia.
AC
Australian Captions Centre
ACMA
Australian Communications and Media Authority
CSI
Captioning Subtitling International
FCC
Federal Communications Commission (US)
FFC
Film Finance Corporation
HREOC
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
MAA
Media Access Australia
MPDAA
Motion Picture Distributors Association of Australia
NFB
National Federation of the Blind (US)
Ofcom
Office of Communications (UK)
SACL
Sydney Airport Corporation Limited
UWS
University of Western Sydney
MEDIA ACCESS NEWS
Media reform laws change captioning regulations
The recently passed media reform legislation also changes the captioning provisions of the Broadcasting Services Act.  
The amendments were contained in the Broadcasting Legislation Amendment (Digital Television) Act 2006. Clause 85 covered changes to captions by repealing (deleting) the previous section 38 of the Act and replacing it with various clauses that covered the following areas.
4	Captioning is covered by ‘basic rules’ which mimic the repealed section in that all prime time (6.00pm – 10.30pm) and all news and current affairs must be captioned. Importantly the previous qualifier of “as far as is practicable” has been removed.
4	The previous range of exempt programs, including non-English programming and non-vocal music programming, is restated. 
4	The new commercial multichannels that are created by the amended legislation are given an exemption from the captioning requirements until at least 1 January 2009, or one year from commencement of operation, and the ACMA may extend that period. However, if a program has been previously shown on the main channel with captions, it must be captioned when shown on the new multichannel.
These changes apply from 1 January 2007.
Please note that this has no impact on the separate HREOC agreement covering free-to-air television stations.  
MAA submission on the changes to captioning regulations
The Senate committee enquiry received 71 submissions and only MAA’s submission dealt with the changes to the captioning regulations. The full range of submissions (including MAA’s submission) can be viewed at: http://www.aph.gov.au/Senate/committee/ecita_ctte/cross_media/submissions/sublist.htm
The summary of MAA’s submission is:
4	The removal of the “as far as is practicable” qualification for provision of captioning will remove a loophole that some stations used to justify the non-captioning of particular sections of programs (mainly live segments of news).
4	The justifications cited in the explanatory notes regarding giving the new multichannels an exemption from captioning for at least the first year of operation were outdated and current captioning practice shows that it could all be achieved easily.
4	One of the stated reasons for making these changes to the Act was to encourage the take up of digital television by consumers and that the new multichannels were being denied to Deaf and hearing impaired viewers.
4	That the provision of access for blind and vision impaired people through audio description was ignored.
Ofcom reviews television access in the UK
Ofcom, the UK’s Office of Communications, sets statutory targets for subtitling (note, captioning is usually called ‘subtitling’ in the UK), signing and audio description that must be met by all television channels with a minimum audience share of 0.05% (with the proviso that meeting these targets will not cost them more that 1% of their UK-derived turnover). These targets are based on the anniversaries of the ‘relevant dates’ for each channel, which vary. The ‘relevant date’ for BBC 1 and 2, for example, is 1 January 1997, while for a digital channel it is the date that provision of service began. The targets are based on a percentage of total programming, excluding advertisements and certain types of programs that Ofcom has decided should be exempt. 
The following table gives the targets as they currently stand: 
Anniversary of relevant date
Subtitling
Signing
Audio description
First 
10% 
1% 
2% 
Second 
10% 
1% 
4% 
Third 
35% 
2% 
6% 
Fourth 
35% 
2% 
8% 
Fifth 
60% 
3% 
10% 
Sixth 
60% 
3% 
10% 
Seventh 
70% 
4% 
10% 
Eighth 
70% 
4% 
10% 
Ninth 
70% 
4% 
10% 
Tenth 
80% 
5% 
10% 
Source: www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/ifi/codes/ctas/ 
In March 2006, Ofcom asked for comments on proposed new guidelines for its Code on Television Access Services. Responses were received from a large number of Deaf and blind organisations, broadcasters and access service providers, and a statement was issued in September 2006. The main conclusions of the review are as follows.
4	The present method of selecting the television channels required to provide minimum levels of subtitling and audio description – an audience share of at least 0.05% – should be retained. The limit on the expenditure that channels will be expected to spend to achieve the access levels that apply to them should remain at 1% of their UK-derived turnover.
4	The Code should be amended so that the revenues of channels which share majority ownership may be considered together when determining the level of access required of channels.
4	Ofcom “will review the current arrangements for providing signing on television, to see if there are better ways of meeting the needs of people who use signing”. It was noted that broadcasters often schedule signed programs late at night to avoid complaints from non-signing users, and these programs had very low audiences.
4	For signed television programs, the image of the signer should occupy at least a sixth of the screen, and these programs should also be subtitled.
4	There will be no changes to the targets for audio description until there is a greater awareness and take-up of the service. Ofcom noted that, while there was now a significant amount of audio description on digital channels, independent research found that only about 30% of the potential audience knew about the service. The situation will continue to be reviewed, and Ofcom will work with the Royal National Institute of the Blind and broadcasters to determine the best ways to publicise the service.  
4	Colouring of subtitles should be retained, and the maximum speed for pre-recorded adult programs should be 160 to 180 words per minute. No limit was specified for live programming on the grounds of practicality. Broadcasters are asked to consider the target audience for children’s programs when determining the speed and content of subtitles.
Ofcom also asked for comments on their draft ‘Guidelines on the provision of television access services’. These guidelines are now finalised. They define subtitling, audio description and signing, set minimum standards for them, and call on broadcasters to monitor quality and regularly consult with the users of their access services.
The full text of the Television Access Review Statement can be found at http://www.ofcom.org.uk/tv/ifi/codes/statement/
Captions at Sydney Airport
On the back of recent news from the USA regarding legislative changes for access to media in airport terminals and on airplanes (see below), Sydney Airport Corporation Limited (SACL) has introduced captioning to its free-to-air and subscription TV monitors in the terminals it controls at Kingsford Smith Airport. 
SACL has recently upgraded their public television systems within the International (T1) and common use domestic (T2) terminals, with the installation of a digital receiver, allowing visitors to watch captioned programming on all 4:3 aspect and wide screen format televisions.  
The USA’s Air Carrier Access Act is in the process of being amended to include captioning on television sets within US public airports.  
Media Access Australia is in discussion with Qantas to extend its current captioning of its InFlight Entertainment service to within Qantas controlled terminals and lounges across Australia. Qantas has offered an onboard captioned news bulletin service for a number of years, as well as captions on its Welcome Aboard and safety instructional videos. Customer polls have found that all passengers, regardless of their levels of hearing, have found the captions of benefit. 
Air travel and disability in the USA
In 1990 the USA’s Department of Transportation issued a rule defining the rights of passengers and the obligations of air carriers under the Air Carrier Access Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in air travel.  
As technology across all aspects of disability access has changed since the rule’s introduction, various notices of proposed rulemakings (NPRM) are issued by the Department when it wishes to add, remove or change the rule. A current NPRM proposes to provide additional accommodations for air travellers who are Deaf, hard of hearing or deaf-blind. 
The current NPRM proposes these inclusions: 
4	Prompt access for individuals who identify themselves as requiring hearing or visual assistance to the same information provided to other passengers in the terminal and on the aircraft.
4	Captioning on safety and informational videos, DVDs and other audio visual displays shown on new and existing aircraft.
4	Captioning on entertainment videos, DVDs and other audio visual displays on new aircraft. 
4	Captioning on televisions and audiovisual equipment located in those portions of US airports that are owned, leased or controlled by carriers and open to public access to the extend that such equipment has captioning capability on the effective date of this rule. 
4	Replace non-caption capable televisions and audiovisual displays with captioning capable technology.
Comments on the NPRM are being reviewed and the Department intends to issue the new rule in early to mid 2007. 
Accessibility on Google
On 18 September 2006, Google began providing closed captions for selected videos in its Google Video database. Among the videos that have been added to the service so far are ten 50-minute episodes of PBS’s NOVA series of science-based documentaries, captioned by WGBH Educational Foundation. (There are also quite a few videos of the teenagers-falling-off-bikes-onto-their heads variety.)
A search of YouTube, which has now been bought by Google, shows that over 500 of the videos posted on it have captioning of some kind on them. Some of them have been captioned for the Deaf or hearing impaired, some are foreign language videos captioned in English, and some have joke captions. There is also a selection of poor or inappropriate closed captions which contributors have recorded off television. 
Google is currently developing its Accessible Search Service for web pages, the Beta version of which was launched in July 2006. While still in its early stages, the service aims to prioritise keyword search results according to a site’s accessibility for blind or vision impaired people who use screen readers. It should also encourage web designers to make their sites more accessible, and thus achieve a higher Google ranking. Google believes that, when fully operational, the service will have benefits for users other than the blind, as it aims to deliver pages that are generally more usable.
Innovative captioning on computer games
Closed captions have long been a feature on some computer games (www.gamecritics.com is one review website which takes care to note if a game has captions and, if not, how accessible it is to the Deaf and hearing impaired). Now, some game producers have gone a step further, producing enhanced captions to improve the gamer’s experience.
In an article on the website of the Dutch-based Games Accessibility Project, Richard A. van Tol details some of these innovative captions. They include:
4	Captions where a picture of the speaker is shown next to the dialogue (with the speakers sometimes animated).
4	Captions in the form of speech balloons, as in comics.
4	Sound effects done in comic book style (like the Batman TV series from the 1960s).
4	Sound visualisations, e.g. a ringing telephone made to shake.
4	In games where music is used to indicate the level of danger, a ‘danger meter’ or some other visual cue is used.
For the full text of the article, with screen captures, go to http://www.accessibility.nl/games/index.php?pagefile=soundalternative. 
No captions on Bigpond downloadable movies yet
In February 2006, Telstra subsidiary BigPond launched Australia’s first downloadable movie service. Recently, BigPond has been in discussion with the Australian Caption Centre regarding the feasibility of providing captioned versions of movies (or incorporating caption data with the files, so that captions could then be accessed by users). BigPond has now advised that technical difficulties will delay the introduction of such a service for at least 12 months.
Integrated tuners drive digital television growth
Digital Broadcasting Australia has reported that retail demand for integrated digital televisions rose dramatically during the June 2006 quarter.
Televisions or display panels incorporating digital television tuners allow viewers to receive digital captions, performing a similar function to digital set-top boxes.
The digital captions are the same text that appears on analogue televisions, however they are in a slightly different format and the text font will depend on the individual television or set-top box. Digital captions are usually clearer than those on analogue as they are not prone to reception problems.
Laser televisions
A laser television prototype was unveiled in early October and the manufacturers are predicting that their new product will supersede plasma screens.
The technology is promising to be much brighter and clearer than conventional plasma and LCD TVs, half the price and much more energy efficient. 
Australian manufacturer Arasor has produced a special optoelectronic chip central to the laser projection device, which is being developed by its US partner Novalux. 
Mitsubishi and Samsung laser television models are scheduled to be launched for Christmas 2007.
The optoelectronic chip-laser technology is also being tested in home theatres, cinemas and mobile phones. 
MAA provides answers to the public
Media Access Australia provides an information service to the public on media access issues. Examples of the types of questions we have recently received include:
4	How to receive captions on television
4	How to record captions on television
4	Problems with captions on television
4	Captioning on subscription television
4	Captioning legislation
4	Lack of audio description legislation
4	Captioning and audio description on DVDs
4	Captioning of Australian movies for cinema and DVD
4	Information about set-top boxes and hard disk recorders
These information requests help MAA monitor what issues are at the forefront within the community. We often follow queries up with television stations, DVD distributors, cinema operators and community organisations.
FREE-TO-AIR TELEVISION
Free-to-air caption quotas
The Broadcasting Services (Digital Conversion) Act 1998 introduced quotas for captioning in Australia. These quotas apply to commercial licence holders and national broadcasters (i.e. ABC and SBS). 
4	The quotas apply when the licence holder commences broadcasting in digital. 
4	The quotas are that all prime time programs (6.00pm – 10.30pm) and all news and current affairs programs must be captioned. 
4	There are two exemptions: non-English language programs and music programs that have no vocal content.  
A HREOC deal brokered with the industry determined that: 
4	55% of all programming between 6am and midnight must be captioned, and this will increase to 70% by December 2007. 
4	The quotas apply to the analogue as well as the digital services. 
ACC supplies captions for the Seven Network
From 1 August 2006, the Australian Caption Centre took over the provision of caption services for the Seven Network (prior to this, Seven’s captioning was undertaken by an in-house unit). Captioning production is now centralised at a new facility built by the ACC in South Melbourne.
Seven has also changed the way that it delivers captions. Until now, all Australian television networks have broadcast captions using a captioned master tape (basically a dub of the original master tape of a program onto which the caption information has been ‘encoded’). If the program is repeated with changes to it, the master must be re-encoded. Seven has now moved to a digitised system. Instead of being encoded onto a master tape, caption files are stored on a server. When the program is broadcast, the captions are linked to it via their file name, and captions are broadcast automatically.
There are several advantages to this system. It eliminates the cost of producing an encoded master, and makes it very easy to make last-minute changes to captions prior to broadcast. In the case of a program that has been captioned live due to time constraints, any errors that have appeared in the captions can be fixed up and the corrected caption file used if the program is repeated.
ABC news captions all live
Captioning and Subtitling International (CSI), which provides captioning services for the ABC, has now moved to live captioning by stenocaptioners of all news and current affairs programs, and some programs which are completed shortly before broadcast. The decision was made to do this to prevent a situation which was occurring where some segments in news programs were either not being captioned, or were only broadcast with summary captions.
Problems with Nine digital captions
Some viewers of the Nine Network’s digital service will have noticed problems with the captions on it. Typically, these problems involve captions sticking on the screen, which means that subsequent captions are not displayed.
The captions as transmitted on Nine’s analogue service should all be present and correct. The problems on the digital service arise during the process which converts the analogue signal (with accompanying teletext caption data) to an MPEG format for digital broadcast. It seems that there is a fault with the software in Nine’s MPEG encoders which is affecting the ‘clear screen’ messages which accompany each caption. This leads to captions sticking on the screen, often until another caption in the same position replaces them.
The problems are more noticeable during programs where captions are often raised from the bottom of the screen (e.g. news programs and commercials). MAA has also found that different models of set-top-boxes handle the problems differently. Some models (it would seem the more expensive and sophisticated ones) cope quite well, while they are much more noticeable on others, to the extent that captions are often incomprehensible.
MAA has been advised that the Nine Network’s engineers are aware of these problems and are currently working to rectify them.  
SBS Codes of Practice review
SBS recently asked for comments and suggestions regarding its Codes of Practice, which are currently under review. In response to this, a joint submission was made by Media Access Australia and Vision Australia.
The submission covered two main areas, the first being emergency announcements. It was noted that The Commercial Television Industry Code of Practice currently includes this clause:
“Licensees will...when broadcasting emergency, disaster or safety announcements, provide the essential information visually, whenever practicable. This should include relevant contact numbers for further information." (Clause 1.23.4)
It was submitted that the SBS Codes should contain a similar clause, but one that stipulates that such information be accessible to both the Deaf and hearing impaired, and the blind and vision impaired.
The second area covered in the submission concerned news programs and documentaries where most of the information is conveyed by narration, but some vital information is conveyed only via text. A recent example of this came in a documentary (which was screened on a network other than SBS) that consisted almost entirely of interviews. At the end of the program, the culmination of the story was given in a number of on-screen texts. People who are blind or vision impaired who had been following the program up to this point were therefore left ignorant as to the ending. This could have easily been rectified with a minute or so of voice-over. We therefore suggested a clause like the following:
"Information in a news program or documentary which is essential to the understanding of a news item or story, and which is provided in text form only, should, whenever practicable, also be provided as a voice-over."
In making this submission, we noted that Deaf viewers of news and current affairs programs and programs shown during prime time are now assured of access via captions or subtitles. There is no such assurance for the blind and vision impaired, and although audio description of television programs is now well established in the United States, the United Kingdom and other countries, its introduction is still a long way off in Australia. Media Access Australia and Vision Australia felt that the inclusion of these two clauses would be a significant and achievable contribution to access.
MAA launches automated caption complaint form
Australian television networks request that official complaints to them (including complaints about captioning) be made in various formats – email, fax, online complaint form or letter. As it is sometimes difficult to navigate websites and find out how to lodge a complaint, MAA has simplified the process by introducing a caption complaint system on its website. 
There are three steps to the process. A person wishing to make a complaint about captions first enters their State, and is given a list of television stations broadcasting in their area. They then fill out a form giving details of their complaint. When they click the ‘submit form’ button, the details of their complaint are automatically emailed or faxed to the station or, in the case of stations which have an online form or require a letter, the complainant is taken to the relevant webpage. MAA also receives a copy of every complaint, which means we can identify any ongoing captioning problems.
The complaint form stresses that most problems with captions stem from poor reception, and that people ensure that this is not the case before lodging a complaint. 
Fourteen complaints have been made using this system since it was launched in mid-September, although three of these were reception problems. The others were:
4	Five complaints about three programs (on two networks) which had previously been captioned, but were now being screened outside prime time without captions.
4	One complaint about a documentary shown during prime time not being captioned.
4	Two complaints about problems with the transmission of digital captions.
4	Two complaints about captions being out of sync on programs.
4	One complaint about captions disappearing for 30 minutes during the live coverage of an event, with no apology message or explanation given.

MAA’s caption complaint form may be found at: http://www.maafeedback.org.au/complaints/
Audio description on television
There are a number of technical impediments to the introduction of audio description on Australian free-to-air television. To deliver the service, the networks would need the ability to broadcast an extra audio stream, and MAA understands that not all of them are currently set up to do this (although their equipment could be upgraded). Another problem lies with digital receivers. When Standards Australia was formulating the standards for digital set-top boxes, the Australian Caption Centre lobbied heavily and successfully for the reception and display of captions to be made an essential requirement. No such provision was made for audio description. This means that even if stations here started to provide the service, no-one would be able to receive it until set-top box manufacturers came forward with new models.
The situation overseas is rosier. Here’s a summary of the audio-described fare available on free-to-air TV in the UK, the US and Canada.
UK
There are approximately 30-60 hours of audio described programs on 20 Freeview (free-to-air digital) channels per day, not including programs repeated within the day. 
Shows regularly audio described on the five main free-to-air channels include:
BBC One: Neighbours, Eastenders, Holby City, Dalziel and Pascoe.
BBC Two: Documentaries.
ITV 1: Emmerdale, Coronation Street, The Bill.
Channel 4: The Hoobs.
Five: Home and Away.
Audio description in the UK suffered a significant setback however with the announcement by the electronics manufacturer Netgem that they were withdrawing from sale their iplayer set-top box from 1 November 2006. The iplayer was the only digital terrestrial set-top box available in the UK which could access audio description, and Netgem have announced that they have no intention of including an AD chip in any future products.
US
In July 2000, the Federal Communications Commission ordered the four big TV networks and the five biggest cable networks to show 50 hours of audio described programs per quarter by April 2002. The FCC’s power to do this was challenged by the Motion Picture Association, and the challenge was eventually upheld. By then, the networks were meeting the quota, and apparently most continue to do so (though Fox is the only one to officially commit to that). There are two bills in the works, one in the Senate (introduced by John McCain in 2003) and an identically worded bill in the House of Representatives, which would uphold the FCC’s right to impose AD quotas. The House version was sent to the Senate in June 2006, but as the Senate failed to act on it by 1 November, when it wound up for the year, the whole process will have to start again from scratch in 2007. 
The Audio Description International website lists the following as regularly audio described on US free-to-air televsion:
ABC:  Some movies. 
CBS:  CSI, NCIS, JAG (reruns), Blues Clues, Dora the Explorer, Rugrats, some movies. 
NBC:  Endurance, Scout's Safari, Kenny the Shark, Tutenstein, Trading Places, Strange Days at Blake Holsey High, Saturday Movie of the Week, some mid-week movies. 
FOX:  The Bernie Mac Show, Malcolm in the Middle, The Simpsons, That 70s Show, Magic School Bus, some movies. 
PBS:  Many shows. 
Audio description for TV is known as ‘video description’ in the US. It’s accessed via the second audio channel (Second Audio Program or SAP) of TVs and VCRs (most equipment made since 1990 has this capability). One drawback is that pure digital services (such as satellite and digital cable TV) cannot broadcast SAP.
CANADA
Since 2001, the CRTC (Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission) has required an AD commitment before it renews broadcasting licenses (usually two hours per week in Year 1, three hours in Years 2 to 4, four hours to Year 7). Canadians also have access to US audio-described programs. However some networks do not yet have the capability to send an SAP signal outside metropolitan areas.
GOVERNMENT ACCESS POLICIES
Each State and Territory Government has a captioning policy covering television commercials and other audio-visual material released by the Government and its agencies. The following table outlines the coverage of each policy. A copy of each policy can be found at: http://www.mediaaccess.org.au/c.aspx?id=12
Federal 
The Federal policy is based on the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act.  Under this the policy all television commercials and audio-visual material must be captioned.
ACT (last updated January 2003)
All television commercials and videos must be captioned.
NSW (last updated 1998)
All television commercials and videos must be captioned.
NT (last updated February 2001)
All television commercials must be captioned. All videos can be captioned at the discretion of the department or agency, but captions must be provided on request.
QLD (last updated July 2002)
All television commercials, television programs, videos, DVDs and CD-ROMs produced by the Government must be captioned. There is also a requirement that all videos made for public hospitals (Government and privately funded) must be captioned.
SA (last updated October 1999)
All television commercials and videos must be captioned.
TAS (last updated May 2003)
All television commercials, videos, DVDs and CD-ROMs for viewing by the public must be captioned.
VIC (last updated 2002)
All television commercials must be captioned and the captioning of videos is at the department’s or agency’s discretion.
WA (last updated September 2001)
All television commercials and videos must be captioned.
None of the policies refer to audio description.
MAA is in the process of contacting the Premiers and Chief Ministers to update the policies (particularly the inclusion of DVDs and other media where appropriate).
CAPTIONED TV COMMERCIAL SURVEY
Australian free-to-air television stations are required by law to caption all news and current affairs programs and all programs broadcast during prime time (6pm – 10.30pm). There is no legislation covering TV commercials, which are captioned at the discretion of advertisers. 
In order to gain an insight into the level of captioning on Australian TV commercials, MAA conducted a survey over 28 days, from Saturday 7 October to Friday 3 November 2006. The Sydney transmissions of the Seven, Nine and Ten networks, and of SBS, were monitored on a rotating basis (i.e. 7 nights were monitored for each station during the survey period). The results were as follows in this table:

Commercials broadcast
Commercials
captioned
Commercials uncaptioned
% captioned
Seven
905
301
604
33%
Nine
914
369
545
40%
Ten
915
360
555
39%
SBS
310
120
190
39%
TOTALS
3044
1150
1894
38%
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
Access for subscription television
Access to subscription television is not regulated by legislation, but is covered by a Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC) agreement that was decided on 4 June 2004. The basic agreement is that initially at least 20 channels provided closed captioning and then a further 20 channels commenced captioning within 2 years of the start of captioning (which happened in October 2004). The channels were required to caption 5% of output with a 5% increment each year. So by the fifth year of the agreement the level of captioning would be 25%.  The full text of the agreement, including the allowance for distribution of the quota between commonly owned channels can be read at: 
www.hreoc.gov.au/disability_rights/exemptions/astra/dec.htm
There is no agreement or regulation in place covering audio description.
FOXTEL captions a further 23 channels
FOXTEL has enabled a further 23 subscription television channels to provide captioning, in addition to the 20 channels already captioning programs.
In line with a HREOC decision, Pay TV providers are now required to provide captioning across a minimum of 40 digital channels. Unlike free-to-air television, there is no requirement for specific times to be captioned.
The new channels are:
Lifestyle Food
Movie Extra
Movie Greats
Nick Jr
History
Biography
W
Crime & Investigation
Comedy
FOX Classics
Help Channel
Playhouse Disney
Discovery Travel & Living
Discovery Home & Health
Discovery Science
Animal Planet
Ovation
Boomerang
Weather Channel
Channel V
Music Max
CMC
VH1
The initial 20 channels that began captioning in October 2004 must caption 15% of programming. Further channels must caption 5% of programming in the first year of captioning. These amounts increase by 5% each year.
Some of the original channels have been captioning above the captioning quota of 15%. These include:
Discovery
Disney Channel
Hallmark
Nickelodeon
Showtime
Showtime Greats
Turner Classic Movies
UKTV
The captioning average of the 20 original channels is 31%. This is expected to decline with the new stations starting to caption 5%. However there is a trend of channels making a commercial decision and moving above the quotas to attract a caption-watching audience.
Captioning on FOXTEL packages
The actual amount of captioning that a FOXTEL subscriber has access to varies according to the packages they have opted for. A survey of the packages currently available shows the number of channels they include which show captioned programs. (Note, these figures do not include time-shift channels like Showtime + 2, which is the same programming as on Showtime screened 2 hours later). The figures are listed in the following table:

Number of channels
Channels captioned
% of channels captioned
Getting Started
29
14
48%
My Sport
6
1
17%
My Movies*
4
3
75%
My Complete Movies
7
6
86%
My Escape
8
8
100%
My Playtime
8
6
75%
My World
8
8
100%
* The My Movies package includes World Movies, which has not been counted as a captioned channel although most of the movies on it have subtitles. 
New captioning department at FOXTEL
FOXTEL has recently set-up a dedicated Closed Captioning department, and has appointed John Icaca as Closed Captioning Manager.
The new department deals with issues such as ensuring the channels are meeting the agreed quotas for captioning, providing information to the customer service department and liaising with the engineering department regarding software updates for the Foxtel-provided digital set-top boxes.
No audio description on Australian subscription television
There is no audio description on subscription television in Australia. There is no legislation or regulations covering audio description and none of the providers or channels have announced any plans to introduce audio description.
This contrasts with the situation in the UK, where approximately 25 hours of audio described programs are shown on Sky’s subscription service (18 channels) per day, not including programs repeated within the day. 
The AD quotas are regulated by Ofcom (Office of Communications) which monitors compliance with the regulated quotas. Ofcom also acts as a policy and review body.  The UK process is very consumer focused with public reviews and opportunities for review.
Caption recording on personal digital recorders
Deaf subscribers to FOXTEL have found that when they record captioned programs on their IQ box (which records programs to a hard drive) the captions are not present on playback. FOXTEL’s technical department is currently testing new software for the IQ which will enable it to record captions. It is expected that this will be released in January 2007.
AUSTAR’s personal digital recorder, called MyStar, will be launched next year. Austar have confirmed that it will record programs with captions.
DVDs
Access to the top sellers
The uptake of DVD in Australia has been remarkably fast since the first DVD was introduced in 1997. From 2000 to 2003, DVDs delivered to rental and retail outlets climbed from 2.9 million to 38.3 million while VHS had a rapid decline. With such a swift uptake of DVD, the focus of access on VHS also swiftly changed to DVD.  
The ability of a DVD to hold many language soundtracks on the one disk means there is no long a need to produce either two VHS versions of a title or have specialist equipment to access the captions or audio description. This means, that if the Digital Linear Tape (DLT) is produced with captions and audio description in a variety of languages, all the resulting DVDs produced internationally can have these forms of access.
The uptake of captioning or subtitling on DVD has been well received by the larger distributors while audio description trails greatly behind. The graph below shows that of the top 25 sell-through DVDs sold in the years 2003-2005, an average of 95% of titles were accessible by the Deaf and hearing impaired. Only 5% of these titles were audio described for the vision impaired. This chart represents the figures shown in the table below.
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Source: Get the Picture, What Australians Are Watching, Garry Maddox, 1 July 2006
Captioning and audio description on new-release DVDs
MAA often receives enquiries from hearing impaired and vision impaired people who complain that they can’t access many of the DVDs they wish to watch because there are no captions or audio description (AD) on them.  A significant percentage of movies are now released with captions or subtitles but far fewer are audio described.
Although captions provide a more descriptive form of access, subtitling can also be considered as access and for this report, they are combined as one statistic.
The information in the table below is based on information provided on the slicks (covers) of new release DVDs in a local DVD outlet. This is not a truly accurate measurement of the access as spot checks have shown that some titles that do not state they have AD do have it. For this report, those titles have been included as accessible for the vision impaired. 
There is also inconsistency in the terminology used to describe captions and AD which is potentially confusing. Instances of titles stating they have captions but no captions being accessible on the disk itself have also been reported on a number of occasions, although they are not included in this report. 
Research was conducted over three inconsecutive months (June, July and October 2006) to gain the following information in this table:
Number of titles researched
432

Number of titles captioned
230
 or 53%
Number of titles with AD
7
 or 2%
Number of titles with AD released internationally
21
 or 5%
Number of distributors whose titles were researched
24

Distributors’ access ratings for captioning ranged from 100% to 0% of their titles that were released and researched over the three months.
Distributors’ access ratings for AD ranged from 14% to 0% of their titles that were released and researched over the three months.
Captioning vs. Audio Description
Although captioning and audio description (AD) are both forms of access to media for those with sensory disabilities, that’s about where the similarities end.
Costs
As a rule of thumb, it seems that AD is about 2-3 times more expensive than captioning. Prices can vary widely and commercial arrangements with significant volume should be able to negotiate significant discounts.  
Suppliers
Even though there are significantly more caption suppliers internationally than AD suppliers, in this commonly digital world, supplier location isn’t a real issue and offshore suppliers quote similar prices to local suppliers.  
Production time
From MAA’s experience, the writing and editing of captions, and the writing and recording of AD, would take roughly the same amount of labour time overall for one title. Additional labour time may required for the production of AD, however, if it is decided to adjust the levels of each piece of description to optimise their audibility (this would generally be done for a cinema or DVD release).  
How to access
Both captioning and AD can be switched on from sub-menus, usually Language or Subtitles for captioning and Language, Sound or Setup for AD.  
Captioning can be referred to as:
4	English captions
4	English SDH (subtitles for the Deaf and hearing impaired)
4	English subtitles
AD can be referred to as:
4	Audio description for the blind
4	ADS (audio descriptive service)
4	English commentary for the blind
Development of accessible menus
One media access issue that is now being systematically investigated is the development of accessible DVD menus for blind and vision impaired people. Whilst the provision of audio description on DVD has increased significantly, particularly in the UK, a legacy issue has been the ability of blind people to access the DVD menu independently, particularly as current DVD menus are highly visual in nature.
Most of the work in this area has been undertaken by the Royal National Institute of the Blind in the UK, in collaboration with the BBC. The latest audio DVD menu is in the final stages of development, and its first release will be on the BBC’s DVD box set of series 2 of Doctor Who. This will have audio description on all 13 episodes, and total navigation on all six disks. It’s due for release on 20 November. Roadshow, who will be releasing the box set in Australia on 6 December, have said the local version will have all the features of the UK release. This will be the first DVD release with audio menus available in Australia.
A prototype of this menu showed that it mimics the visual menu and comes up as the default menu when the DVD is loaded. Anyone wanting to use the visual menu then has to select that. The menu works by voicing the menu item each time the cursor is directed at that. It has been tested by blind people and should be the first truly audio menu for DVD.
Earlier attempts at providing an audio menu focused on making the switching on of audio description possible via an audio menu, but did not deal with chapter selection, languages, extras and other features of the DVD. There will be a detailed review of this in the next issue of The Media Access Report.
Access on Blu-ray disks
Two new DVD formats have recently reached Australia: Blu-ray and HD DVD. Both are able to hold significantly more data than conventional DVDs (in Blu-ray’s case, five times more). This means that video can be stored on them with a far higher resolution, providing improved picture quality (although a high-definition TV is required to see this). A Blu-ray or HD DVD player is also required to play these disks.
From an access point of view, Blu-ray is particularly interesting for the possibilities it opens up for subtitling and captioning. In conventional DVDs, subtitles and captions are stored as party of the audio/video stream, which limits the number of languages and display styles which can be made available. With Blu-ray disks, the subtitles and captions are stored on a separate part of the disk. This means it is possible to produce disks which give the viewer a choice of font styles, sizes, and colours, and the ability to change the position of subtitles or captions on the screen (while the video continues to play). Subtitles can also be animated, scrolled, or made to fade in and out.
Both Blu-ray and HD DVD are competing to replace conventional DVDs, although whether this actually happens remains to be seen.
CINEMA
Captioning in Australian cinemas
Captioned cinema first began in 2001 following a complaint to the Human Rights and Equal Opportunities Commission by a Deaf man in Perth who wanted to be able to enjoy going to the cinema with his family. A cinema captioning committee was formed, involving Deafness Forum, Australian Association of the Deaf, Media Access Australia (formerly the Australian Caption Centre) and representatives from the cinema industry.
It was agreed that a cinema in each of the state capitals would show captioned movies three times a week – on Wednesday mornings, Friday evenings and Sunday afternoons.
Originally the program relied upon open-captioned prints from the US, which have now become obsolete.
In July 2005, the original eight capital city sites, as well as Newcastle and Maroochydore, had the DTS captioning system installed, replacing the old system of using open-captioned prints. The captions are now displayed using a DTS disk that is copied onto the captioning system hard drive and projected over the standard film print. A different movie is shown every week.
Whilst the ten cinemas currently showing captioned movies are part of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission agreement, other cinemas are able to access the caption disks if they have the DTS captioning system installed.
Generally the caption disks are available a couple of weeks after the capital city release of the movie, so well within the normal screening period of a movie and before it is released on DVD.
The following movies had open captioned screenings in July, August and September 2006: Cars, The Fast & the Furious: Tokyo Drift, Click, Superman Returns, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man’s Chest, The Lake House, You, Me and Dupree,
Miami Vice (a problem with the disks prevented captions being shown), Curious George (except Perth), Snakes on a Plane, Lady in the Water, Garfield 2, Nacho Libre.
These open captioned movies showed at:
4	Sydney: Greater Union George St
4	Melbourne: Village Cinemas, The Jam Factory
4	Adelaide: Greater Union Megaplex Marion
4	Canberra: Hoyts Belconnen
4	Brisbane: Greater Union/Hoyts, Queen St Mall
4	Perth: Cinema City, Hay St
4	Hobart: Village
4	Darwin: BCC Casuarina
4	Newcastle: Greater Union Glendale
4	Maroochydore: BCC Sunshine Plaza
Over July, August and September, an average of 57 people per week attended these captioned screenings at the ten locations.  From October 2005 to September 2006, the average was 39 people.
In the same quarter, the average difference in days between the captioned release of each title and the general release was 19 days. From October 2005 to September 2006, the average was 28 days.
NB: These figures don’t include Miami Vice, which did not screen due to a problem with the disks.
Caption campaigns in regional areas
The cinema captioning program runs in ten cities and there are plans to extend this to regional areas. There are currently campaigns in a number of locations to get cinema captioning happening in regional communities.
In Parramatta, some enthusiastic individuals as well as a deafness organisation have contacted both Greater Union and Parramatta City Council to request cinema captioning at Greater Union Westfield. The local Mayor David Borger has supported the issue and has set up a meeting with Greater Union representatives.
The community in Ballarat has been proactive in its quest for cinema captioning.  A postcard campaign gauging support for potential screenings has been launched and a working committee has had several meetings with the local cinema to discuss options for financing the captioning system.
There has also been some community action in Launceston, the Gold Coast, Geelong, Coffs Harbour and Orange.
No audio description in Australian cinemas yet
The DTS access system is currently used in ten cinemas across Australia for showing captioned movies. The system has the capability of showing audio described films if an added module costing a few thousand dollars is purchased. Many access disks that are used to show the captions also have audio description tracks.
Of the 56 movies shown with captions from June 2005, when the DTS system was first installed, to 5 October 2006, 38 (or 65%) of them also had an audio description track. This means they could have been accessed by blind and vision impaired patrons had the cinemas been equipped with the audio description component of the system. 
Access for Australian movies
The issue of captioning Australian cinema releases is being addressed. The Film Finance Corporation (FFC) has agreed to cover the costs of captioning Australian cinema releases, although there is some discussion about which movies are to be covered.
The MPDAA is working through the logistics of captioning with caption supplier Captioning and Subtitling International through its UK parent ITFC. ITFC is the biggest supplier of captioning for cinema release in the UK. Our understanding is that the film cine transfer issue is taking the most time. We would hope that this is resolved this year.
There are no moves at this point to include audio description of Australian movies.
THEATRE
Live theatre – the state of play
Performing arts has some captioning and audio description, but nothing is systematic and regularly programmed. Audio description has been more widespread than captioning, due primarily to a voluntary service supply model, but there are issues with service levels and quality.
Most performing arts organisations are not-for-profit or operated by government and thus tend to be not well-resourced to undertake additional costs. This has been one barrier to further development. Also, a lack of suppliers and fragmented market hampers the development of a critical mass to attract industry interest.
Captioning
A pilot project on captioned theatre was coordinated by MAA (then known as the Australian Caption Centre) and Arts Access, with three subscription season plays during the Melbourne Theatre Company’s 2004 season being captioned on trial. This project was assisted by the Australian Government through the Australia Council, its arts funding and advisory body.  
The pilot project was inspired by similar captioning set-ups in the UK and the USA, where regular performances are scheduled across both nations. The pilot project was well received by audience members and greeted enthusiastically by the theatre industry and captioning suppliers. Captioned theatre in Australia is progressing slowly, with one supplier providing captioning to four performances (three in Canberra and one in Sydney) during the three months August-October 2006. The Canberra Theatre Centre has confirmed that there will be captioned performances of all the productions in its 2007 season. The Sydney Theatre Company will also have captioned performances of the four productions being presented at the Sydney Theatre in 2007. 
The presence of access services and its impact on the presentation of the performance and the lack of display equipment are also minor issues in the delivery of this service. 
Audio description
Audio description for the vision impaired has been run on a voluntary basis for many years with a service offered in Sydney, Albury, Melbourne, Canberra and Geelong.  AD is more widespread than captioning, but its voluntary service model presents some concerns about quality of service and reliability. Vision Australia, as the main supplier of volunteers, is working towards changing the way the service is run.
An overseas comparison
Comparing theatre access in Australia with theatre access in the UK or USA is like comparing apples and oranges. An organisation willing to develop the market and sort out the issues, and combining the functions of the UK’s Stagetext and VocalEyes (both outlined below), has the potential to dramatically increase quality access to theatre through captioning and audio description in Australia. 
UK
STAGETEXT was established in May 2000 and provides open captioning to theatre, pre- and post-show talks; access to discussions, lectures and live events across the UK.
For the first two years of its life, STAGETEXT was run by its trustees on a voluntary basis, but by its third year was able to hire salaried staff and now has six staff members. 
In 2004/05 STAGETEXT captioned 89 performances in 34 venues. The charity's income derives from grants from organisations such as Arts Council England and Microsoft Limited, and through earned income from venues buying in the STAGETEXT services. Its oldest client, the Royal Shakespeare Company, has set up its own captioning unit and is delivering its own captioned performances.
VocalEyes is a registered charity working across the nation at a variety of venues to provide audio described theatre to those with vision impairments. VocalEyes was established in 1998 through a National Lottery grant, awarded by Arts Council England to help theatre venues and producers meet the needs of blind and partially sighted audiences. To date VocalEyes has described more than 400 performances at 108 venues throughout the UK.
VocalEyes is the largest organisation offering comprehensive description services nationwide and provides services not only in theatre but also in museums, galleries and heritage sites.
VocalEyes and STAGETEXT are currently working on a joint project to provide greater access to the arts around the country via description for the vision impaired and captioning for the Deaf and hearing impaired. The ‘See a Voice’ Team has been appointed and they have started work on the first four hubs of theatres around the country.
USA
There are a large number of organisations within the USA that provide captioned and audio described theatre performances. The largest single program is New York’s Theatre Development Fund’s Theatre Access Project (TAP).  
TAP is designed to provide access in New York City to the performing arts for individuals with physical disabilities. It currently serves over 7,600 theatregoers who are vision or hearing impaired.
TAP annually distributes almost 20,000 tickets to an estimated 75 different productions, including Broadway and Off-Broadway theatre, music and dance.
THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTEN SYDNEY CAPTIONS PROJECT: OVERVIEW OF TWO EXPERIMENTS – 2004
MARCS Auditory Laboratories at the University of Western Sydney along with the Australian Caption Centre, the Royal Institute for Deaf and Blind Children, Australian Hearing, and the University of New England have been conducting a research project on availability and accessibility of captions for the Deaf and hearing impaired.
Two studies have been completed, one investigating the most comfortable caption speed, the other investigating the most adequate text complexity for adult viewers. Detailed reports on these will be published in a scientific journal in due course. Here we present an overview of the main outcomes so far. 
Experiment 1. Data from 45 Deaf and hearing impaired adults showed that comprehension of captioned TV documentaries was best at a medium caption rate of 180 words per minute (wpm, ± 10% - as per the ACC standard), with similar comprehension at a slower speed of 130 wpm (± 10%). Performance was poorest at a fast speed of 230 wpm (± 10%). As expected, more proficient readers had greater comprehension at all speeds than less proficient readers. Participants’ comments, especially in the Deaf group, revealed subjective preference for the slow over the medium speed.
Experiment 2. Data from 39 Deaf and hearing impaired adults indicated no difference in comprehension of TV documentaries captioned verbatim versus reduced in content by 8%, or by 16% of original text, with caption rate (180 ± 10% wpm) constant across the stories. Though average comprehension slightly increased with greater text reduction, this difference was not statistically significant. Participants’ comments suggested that they were most comfortable with the moderately reduced text (as per the ACC standard), and less comfortable with the verbatim and more strictly reduced ones. 
An interesting observation, based on participants’ post-test optional comments, is that for users comprehension is not the main criterion of captioning quality. In other words, what determines whether viewers are more or less satisfied with the captions is not how much information they receive or remember, but how comfortable they feel while receiving it. It appears that, along with caption speed (analysed in the current research), synchronisation matters a great deal for viewers. 
This is supported by (a) the findings of a survey conducted in 2003 by the Annenberg Public Policy Centre of the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of Dr. Amy B. Jordan (see Supertext News, Issue 71, March 2004, p. 4); and (b) the feedback from national consumers of captioning services (It’s time to be heard: Deafness Forum calls for a captioning Code of Practice. Supertext News, Issue 71, March 2004, p. 6).  Both Supertext News stories list frequent problems experienced by viewers as: captions missing; being delayed; not matching what people are saying. 
In our study caption synchronisation was sometimes slightly out because of the need to keep identical text across different caption rates, or constant caption rate across different text conditions. A serious effort was made to make these passages as balanced and inconspicuous as possible. Nonetheless the participants commented that “captions are out of alignment”, “speed is erratic” (even though it was constant), “captions jump over other captions”, and “words don’t come up while talking”. These findings suggest that further research into the issue of synchronisation may be valuable.
Further analysis of post-test comments across the two studies revealed some interesting additional issues. First, viewers are apparently more sensitive to caption rate issues than to the issue of text complexity. The first study on caption rate generated twice as many additional comments from participants than the second study on text reduction (i.e., 89 as opposed to 43). In the first study, 55% of all comments related specifically to the issue of caption rate whereas none of the comments made by the participants in the second study related specifically to the issue of text complexity or text reduction. 
Second, it would appear that some perceptions of problematic rate may be related to other factors. In the second study, caption rate was held constant across the stimulus materials. However, many participants made comments critical of what they perceived to be rate changes or rate inconsistencies. It would appear that these perceptions may relate to other factors such as loss of synchronisation of speaker and captions rather than any change in rate. As already noted, these are issues which warrant further examination.
Finally, it would appear that comprehension is not a major concern in determining viewers’ subjective perception of caption quality. Viewers who showed poorer comprehension gave about the same proportion of critical to positive comments about the captions that they viewed as those who showed better comprehension.
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